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Cambridge Latin Course Unit 1 School Classics Project
For nearly sixty years, Wheelock's Latin has remained the opitmus liber of beginning Latin textbooks. When Professor Frederic M. Wheelock's Latin first appeared in 1956, the reviews extolled its thoroughness, organization, and conciseness; one reviewer predicted that the book "might well become the standard text" for
introducing students to elementary Latin. Now, nearly six decades later, that prediction has certainly proved accurate. This new edition of Wheelock's Latin has all of the features, many of them improved and expanded, that have made it the bestselling single-volume beginning Latin textbook: 40 chapters with
grammatical explanations and readings drawn from the works of Rome's major prose and verse writers; Self-tutorial exercises, each with an answer key, for independent study; An extensive English–Latin/Latin–English vocabulary section; A rich selection of original Latin readings—unlike other Latin textbooks, which
contain primarily made-up texts; Etymological aids, maps, and dozens of images illustrating aspects of the classical culture and mythology presented in the chapter readings. Also included are expanded notes on the literary passages, comments on vocabulary, and translation tips; new comprehension and discussion
questions; and new authentic classical Latin readings, including Roman graffiti, in every chapter.
The Cambridge Latin Course is a well-established introductory program in four Units, originally developed by the Cambridge School Classics Project. Under the sponsorship of the North American Cambridge Classics Project, Unit 1 now has been fully revised and adapted for use in the United States and Canada. This proven
approach includes a stimulating, continuous storyline, grammatical development and cultural information carefully woven throughout the text, a complete Language Information section--now bound into the students' volume-- and, for the first time, color photographs that illustrate the Roman world. Also available are a
thorough Teacher's Manual, a workbook, and cassette tapes. This Third Edition is wholly compatible with the existing Second Edition.
The North American Cambridge Latin Course is a well-established four-part Latin program whose approach combines a stimulating, continuous storyline with grammatical development, work on derivatives, and cultural information. There is also a complete Language Information section, plus numerous color photographs
illustrating life in the Roman world. The Course has now been fully revised and updated in the light of feedback from user schools, and includes the very best in new research. The Fourth Edition continues to offer teachers and students alike a stimulating, reading- based approach to the study of Latin. The Unit 4
Teacher's Manual provides a wealth of support and guidance for teachers, and includes Answer Keys for the Unit 4 Student's Text and Omnibus Workbook.
Cambridge Latin Course Unit 4 Teacher's Manual North American edition
Minimus Pupil's Book
unit 1
Stage 4

This collection of Stage Tests is designed for students who are using Unit 2 of the Cambridge Latin Course. The tests are consistent with the goals of the Cambridge Latin Course. Each test starts with a reading passage, followed by a variety of exercises including: reading comprehension questions in the form of true/false statements or
multiple choice questions; questions to evaluate the student's knowledge of grammar in the sight passage, and of grammar from the Stage being tested; sections devoted to the student's knowledge of derivatives based on vocabulary from the Stage being tested; exercises on culture based on the culture reading in the Stage being tested.
The leading Latin course worldwide Book V is set in and around the court of the Emperor Domitan and the stories explore the tensions and effects of living under a tyranny. Topics covered include town and country life, the emperor's council, the senatorial career and marriage. Verse by Martial and Ovid is integrated with the stories and
themes, and the language notes include a systematic introduction to verse word order. Book V is full colour throughout, with a clear layout of stories and language notes. Featuring a glossary for quick reference and comprehension questions, the book also includes a full explanation of language points and grammar practice exercises.
The North American Cambridge Latin Course is a well-established four-part Latin program whose approach combines a stimulating, continuous storyline with grammatical development, work on derivatives, and cultural information. There is also a complete Language Information section, plus numerous color photographs illustrating life in the
Roman world. The Course has now been fully revised and updated in the light of feedback from user schools, and includes the very best in new research. The Fourth Edition continues to offer teachers and students alike a stimulating, reading- based approach to the study of Latin.
Cambridge Latin Course Unit 1 Teacher's book North American edition
Cambridge Latin Course Unit 1 Student's book North American edition
Cambridge Latin Course Unit 1 Omnibus Workbook North American edition
Cambridge Latin Course 2 Student Study Book Answer Key

The Fourth Edition Cambridge Latin Course is an introductory program organized into four well-integrated units. Cambridge's proven approach includes a stimulating continuous story line, interwoven grammatical development and cultural information, supportive illustrations and photographs, and a complete Language Information section. Reading is the heart of the
Cambridge Latin Course, and all the elements of the program - illustrations, vocabulary, grammar and syntax, cultural contexts and references, activities - are carefully introduced and arranged to provide students with the skills they need to read with comprehension and enjoyment from the very first page. The thorough Omnibus Workbook complements and enhances the
Student Book, providing students with a wealth of creative, motivating opportunities to practice their new language. audite / dicite activities practice aural and oral skills in Latin students demonstrate understanding of the cultural context of each Stage imaginative activities practice Latin grammar and vocabulary and address all language skills
This collection of Stage Tests is designed for students who are using Unit 1 of the Cambridge Latin Course. The tests are consistent with the goals of the Cambridge Latin Course. Each test starts with a reading passage, followed by a variety of exercises including: reading comprehension questions in the form of true/false statements or multiple choice questions; questions
to evaluate the student's knowledge of grammar in the sight passage, and of grammar from the Stage being tested; sections devoted to the student's knowledge of derivatives based on vocabulary from the Stage being tested; exercises on culture based on the culture reading in the Stage being tested.
Developed by the University of Cambridge School Classics Project, this bestselling Latin program provides an enjoyable and carefully paced introduction to the Latin language, complemented by background information on Roman culture and civilization. Following in the footsteps of two fugitives from the destruction of Pompeii, Unit 2 captures the drama of the daily lives of
the inhabitants of two very different provinces at opposite ends of the Roman empire, Britain and Egypt.
Cambridge Latin course
Wheelock's Latin 7th Edition
Unit 1 Stages 1-12
Cambridge Latin Course Book I Worksheet Masters
The leading Latin course worldwide Book I begins in the city of Pompeii shortly before the eruption of Vesuvius. Book I is full colour throughout, with a clear layout of stories and language notes. Featuring a glossary for quick reference and comprehension questions, the book also includes a full explanation of language points and grammar practice exercises.
The Cambridge Latin Course is a well-established introductory program in four Units, originally developed by the Cambridge School Classics Project. Under the sponsorship of the North American Cambridge Classics Project. This proven approach includes a stimulating, continuous storyline, grammatical development and cultural information carefully woven throughout the text, a complete Language Information section-now bound into the student's volume- and, for the
first time, color photographs that illustrate the Roman world. Also available are a thorough Teacher's Manual, a workbook, and cassette tapes.
The world's bestselling introductory Latin course.
Cambridge Latin Course
North American Cambridge Latin Course Unit 3 Student's Book
North American Cambridge Latin Course Unit 1 Stage Tests
Stage 2

The Fourth Edition Cambridge Latin Course is an introductory program organized into four well-integrated units. Cambridge's proven approach includes a stimulating continuous story line, interwoven grammatical development and cultural information, supportive illustrations and photographs, and a complete Language Information section. Reading is the heart of the Cambridge
Latin Course, and all the elements of the program - illustrations, vocabulary, grammar and syntax, cultural contexts and references, activities - are carefully introduced and arranged to provide students with the skills they need to read with comprehension and enjoyment from the very first page. Student Book The most effective tool for students and teachers of Latin! A continuous
and motivating story line captures and holds students' imagination. . . The logical pattern of each Stage and careful integration among Stages and Units train students to read Latin with ease and to understand the culture of the Romans. . . Clear language explanations and examples and ample practice insure student mastery of Latin. . . And rich illustrations bring the works and
experiences of the Romans to life.
The Activity Masters offer a wealth of photocopiable worksheets for each Unit of the Cambridge Latin Course. The worksheets provide additional practice and testing opportunities for all elements of the core material, including reading, translation, comprehension, cultural background, language and vocabulary. All of the Activity Masters have been prepared -- and classroomtested -- by practising teachers of the Cambridge Latin Course.
A classic anthology for GCSE. The eight thematic sections of poetry include works by Catullus, Horace, Lucretius, martial, Ovid, Petronius, Seneca and Virgil. The eight sections of adapted prose include sections from Apuleius, Caesar, Cicero, Pliny, Sallust, Tacitus, and the Acts of the Apostles in the Vulgate. Glosses and other explanations are provided opposite each of the
texts, and the writing is illustrated throughout by paintings and photographs of artifacts in the Roman world. For the student, there is a complete vocabulary at the end of the book. For the teacher, there is an accompanying handbook giving additional suggestions for discussions in the classroom.
Noth American Edition
Cambridge Latin Course Book 4 Student's Book
Stage 1
Cambridge Latin Course Unit 1
Teaches children the basics of Latin grammar and vocabulary, as well as Roman British history and culture, through vocabulary lists, mythical tales, and illustrations.
The North American Cambridge Latin Course is a well-established four-part Latin program whose approach combines a stimulating, continuous storyline with grammatical development, work on derivatives, and cultural information. There is also a complete Language Information section, plus numerous color photographs illustrating life in the Roman world. The Course has now been fully revised and updated in the light of feedback from user schools, and
includes the very best in new research. The Fourth Edition continues to offer teachers and students alike a stimulating, reading-based approach to the study of Latin.
The Study Books are designed to be used in conjunction with the core books of the Cambridge Latin Course. Student's Study Book II: Answer Key provides informative and comprehensive answers to the exercises in Student Study Book II. The Key will be of use to teachers, students and independent learners. Clearly structured answers are given for material which includes a rich variety of comprehension and translation exercises; activities to practise the
language and grammar; vocabulary checklists; investigations into Roman civilisation and revision sessions.
Cambridge Latin Course Unit 1 North American edition
Cambridge Latin Course Unit 2 Student Text North American edition
Cambridge Latin Grammar
Cambridge Latin Course Unit 4 Student Text North American edition

The Study Books are designed to be used in conjunction with the core books of the Cambridge Latin Course. Student's Study Book III: Answer Key provides informative and comprehensive answers to the exercises in Student Study Book III. The Key will be of use to teachers, students and independent learners. Clearly structured answers are given for material which includes a rich variety of comprehension
and translation exercises; activities to practise the language and grammar; vocabulary checklists; investigations into Roman civilisation and revision sessions.
The world's bestselling introductory Latin course. Developed by the University of Cambridge School Classics Project, this bestselling Latin program provides an enjoyable and carefully paced introduction to the Latin language, complemented by contextual information on Roman culture and civilization. The story begins in the town of Pompeii shortly before the eruption of Vesuvius in AD 79 and follows
the fortunes of the household of Lucius Caecilius Iucundus. Further titles in the Course take the reader to the Roman provinces of Britain and Egypt, and to imperial Rome itself.
The Cambridge Latin Course is a well-established introductory program in four units, originally developed by the Cambridge School Classics Project. Under the sponsorship of the North American Cambridge Classics Project. This proven approach includes a stimulating, continuous storyline, grammatical development and cultural information carefully woven throughout the text, a complete Language
Information section-now bound into the student's volume- and, for the first time, color photographs that illustrate the Roman world. Also available are a thorough Teacher's Manual, a workbook, and cassette tapes.
Language Information
North American Cambridge Latin Course Unit 1 Teacher's Manual
Cambridge Latin Anthology
Stage 11
The North American Cambridge Latin Course is a well-established four-part Latin program whose approach combines a stimulating, continuous storyline with grammatical development, work on derivatives, and cultural information. There is also a complete Language Information section, plus numerous color photographs illustrating life in the Roman world. The Course has
now been fully revised and updated in the light of feedback from user schools, and includes the very best in new research. The Fourth Edition continues to offer teachers and students alike a stimulating, reading-based approach to the study of Latin. The Stage Tests are consistent with the goals of the Course; each one starts with a reading passage and is followed by a variety
of exercises. These include reading comprehension questions, questions which evaluate students' knowledge of grammar, and exercises based on the culture reading in the Stage being tested.
Developed by the University of Cambridge School Classics Project, this bestselling Latin program provides an enjoyable and carefully paced introduction to the Latin language, complemented by background information on Roman culture and civilization. The story begins in the town of Pompeii shortly before the eruption of Vesuvius in AD 79 and follows the fortunes of the
household of Lucius Caecilius Iucundus. Further titles in the Course take the reader to the Roman provinces of Britain and Egypt, and to imperial Rome itself.
The leading Latin course worldwide Book I begins in the city of Pompeii shortly before the eruption of Vesuvius. The Worksheet Masters for Book I features exercises to consolidate Latin vocabulary, accidence and syntax; develop language awareness with work on Latin derivations; test aural comprehensionl and extend knowledge of the Roman world.
Cambridge Latin Course Unit 1 Student's Text North American edition
Stage tests
North American Cambridge Latin Course Unit 4 Student's Book
Starting Out in Latin

The Fourth Edition Cambridge Latin Course is an introductory program organized into four well-integrated units. Cambridge's proven approach includes a stimulating continuous story line, interwoven grammatical development and cultural information, supportive illustrations and
photographs, and a complete Language Information section. Reading is the heart of the Cambridge Latin Course, and all the elements of the program - illustrations, vocabulary, grammar and syntax, cultural contexts and references, activities - are carefully introduced and arranged to
provide students with the skills they need to read with comprehension and enjoyment from the very first page.
A clear and compact guide to the Latin language especially designed for both reference and revision. The approach reflects the traditions of the Cambridge Latin Course, but the guide will prove helpful to all students of Latin, whatever course they have followed. This volume represents a
straightforward and practical approach to the study of Latin grammar for the contemporary student.
The leading Latin course worldwide Book IV focuses on imperial Rome, looking at key features of the city itself and various aspects of Roman life including social structure, architecture, religious beliefs and entertainment. Book IV is full colour throughout, with a clear layout of stories and
language notes. Featuring a glossary for quick reference and comprehension questions, the book also includes a full explanation of language points and grammar practice exercises.
Stages 1-12
Cambridge Latin Course Book 5 Student's Book
Cambridge Latin Course 3 Student Study Book Answer Key
North American Cambridge Latin Course Unit 1 Student's Book
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